CUSTOM KITTING SOLUTIONS

From one-of-a-kind kits to thousands of identical tool sets, no one does tool kitting like Snap-on. No matter how big or small the application, Snap-on’s robust, flexible and scalable capabilities enable us to create a versatile range of kitting solutions – from stationary, mobile and transportable sets, to fully-outfitted shipping containers, and much more. We supply kits for everything from servicing copy machines, to maintaining and repairing tanks, helicopters, oil rigs and jumbo jets. Standard or custom, large or small – from our state of the art kitting center, Snap-on does it all.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

Organization
Tons of options for organizing tools: bags, shadow boards, foam inserts for portable cases, custom foam layouts for tool box drawers, and more. When you’re highly organized, you’re highly productive.

Tool Management
Whether you require simple visual management, or a program to meet FOD and FME requirements, we can tailor a management program for virtually any need.

Sourcing and Integration
Need a tool that requires additional sourcing beyond our standard offerings? No problem. We can do the sourcing for you, and integrate the components into your kit.

Tool Identification
At Snap-on, we have in-house laser tool engraving capabilities to match your identification system – whether you’re looking for etching for a specific kit, or serially marked tools.

On-site Tool Management
Sometimes you need someone to actually go on-site, check inventories, manage updates, and handle replacements. Snap-on is ready to assist you with all your tool needs.

Contact your local Snap-on tool control specialist or call Customer Service at 1.877.740.1900 for additional information.